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So Far, So Good centres on our hapless professor’s obsession with food and
fame; his relationship with his increasingly independent wife Janet; their
wayward (and soon to be married) daughter Lee-Anne; and his much-loved
terrier Maddie.

Caught in a series of concentric conspiracies, Grafton manages to save the day,
save the world and even launch Australia on the road to a republic.
Well-known author and commentator, Professor Ross Fitzgerald, and Antony
Funnell, of ABC Radio National’s “Future Tense” fame, have produced the
funniest Grafton Everest novel yet.
The previous Grafton adventure, Going Out Backwards, was shortlisted for the
2017 Russell Prize for Humour Writing.
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This cleverly plotted satire exposes the sad state of universities and of what
now passes for politics in the West. Our obsession with technology, our fear of
outsiders and our distrust of elites also come in for a pasting.
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Prologue
Dear Reader,
This is the sixth adventure featuring Dr Professor Grafton Everest.
For the record, after having been for 10 days the Independent
Premier of Mangoland (nee Queensland), Dr Everest briefly held the
balance of power in the Australian Senate.
As our story begins, he is at home alone.
***

Grafton wasn’t big on introspection. There were plenty of others
ready to list his faults. But in his current mood and position – lying
supine in bed, chomping on a plateful of toast – it was hard not to
ponder whether he had always made the right decisions in life.
Maddie, his West Highland White Terrier, padded into the
bedroom. She looked up at him with judgmental eyes: the sort of
slightly disappointed gaze that Grafton’s wife, Janet, had shown earlier that day when she called him dishevelled. It was a fair cop, given
his extreme disinterest in anything regarding appropriate attire.
Maddie was a groaker. To groak means to look imploringly at
someone else’s food.
“I wonder why people talk about being dishevelled, but never
shevelled?” Grafton mused aloud. “Or feckless or reckless? We still
use the antonym, but not the original word. No-one talks about
being ‘feck’ or ‘reck’ or ‘whelmed’. Why is that?” Maddie gave a
snort-like snuffle, which Grafton took as agreement, and shuffled
out the door.
Janet had once characterised her husband as a busy man trapped
in a lazy person’s body. Yet the past few years had seen Grafton
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forced into the sort of active lifestyle normally associated with
someone who gave a damn.
“I know as much about politics as a frog knows about feathers,”
he had self-deprecatingly declared when announcing his surprise
retirement from politics the year before. The move had been a
vague attempt to regain some balance in his life.
He had eschewed the idea of a return to academia for similar
reasons, having convinced himself that the shallow trappings of
intellectualism held no allure. After all, there was something to be
said for leaving the stage before one’s act went stale. And no-one
could ever accuse him of being a careerist – his public service had
been neither long nor particularly successful.
These days, however, his phone never rang. And therein lay the
problem. His dance card was empty. Reduced to double-helpings
of toast and one-sided conversations with his dog, Grafton couldn’t
help but reflect that perhaps the scales had tipped too far in the
other direction: he had pined for greener pastures but had ended
up in a desert. The trouble was that he had no idea of how to tip
them back again.
Little did he know that at that very moment on the other side of
the globe, events were transpiring that would alter his future and
potentially that of the world.

2

1
A man of their times
“The name is Everest. Grafton Everest.”
“Australian, I see,” growled the Minister as he glanced at the document. “Churchill hated them, you know. But he adored Australian
honey. Had it flown in, especially even during the war.”
The Right Honourable David Mayeux, Her Majesty’s Principal
Secretary of State for the Home Department, was a high-ranking
Tory from humble stock. He was short, thick-set and a chain smoker; a no-nonsense, gruff character, hardly averse to intrigue, but
with little patience for the machinations of others. Mayeux enjoyed
power, but knew when to toe the line, especially where it involved
his benefactor, the Party Chairman, Sir Alistair Mandeville, who
had a penchant for dealing in riddles.
The Minister squinted, looking once again at the document lying
before him. His reading glasses had lenses as thick as bulletproof
glass, and they were always smeared. “So why is this of interest to
me?”
“Because it’s of interest to Sir Alistair,” replied Richard Rowthorn,
Mayeux’s long-time senior advisor and “fixer”.
The Minister grumbled and, having no time for the long-established ban on smoking in public buildings, stubbed out a Pall Mall
cigarette. The fire alarm sensors in his office had long since been
disabled.
Rowthorn took back the document and slid it into a burgundy
folder, the front of which was imprinted with the Mandeville crest: a
white upright greyhound, holding forth a shield shaped like a mask
and topped by a crown, embossed in gold. “He – Everest I mean – is
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coming to London, though he doesn’t know it yet. He’ll be here to
address the Committee. The Chief has already issued a personal
invitation. And he may well be a contender for Sir Alistair’s ‘special
event’. We’re to plan for all contingencies.”
“Everest?” said Mayeux. “Never heard of him.”
“One of the Chief ’s unexpected discoveries, it appears.
‘Exceedingly capable’ are the words he uses. Seems to think he’s a
genius.”
Mayeux gave a slight guffaw while he dusted flecks of ash from
his shirt sleeves and trousers. “This meeting tonight? We’ve got to
drive all the way to his country house just to find out what this is
really all about? Bloody aristocrat. He just wants us to pay homage,” said Mayeux. “If I didn’t owe my career to him … Well, I have
my own meeting with the PM at five, which Sir Alistair himself
directed me to organise. He’ll have to make allowances for that. We
can have the driver take us there directly from Number 10.”
“Probably best if we change cars, Minister. I’ll have one of our
own at the ready.”
“And this Everest – find out what else you can.”
Downing Street that afternoon was miserably cold and grey.
David Mayeux’s meeting with the PM was even bleaker. Holding
office by only the slimmest of majorities, the government was riven
with factional discord. In that regard, it mirrored the nation.
The Prime Minister was a dour man by nature and a worrier, but
Mayeux put on his usual mask of stoicism and support. And the
Prime Minister was in much need of reassurance.
“This country resembles nothing so much as a boxing tent,” muttered the PM who, despite his relative youthfulness – he was just
44 – often spoke as if he’d just stepped out of an Edwardian gentleman’s club. There was also something distinctly Chamberlainesque
about Stephen Blight’s character and appearance. “People no longer
debate, they punch it out,” he said. “I know Alistair is a great one
for promoting diversity of views – admirable, of course, but I sometimes wonder whether that’s half the problem. We’re more polarised than we were before Brexit.” He sank low in his chair. “‘Little
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Britain’, that’s what we’ve become. Especially with the damned Scots
now going their own way. Somebody on one of those ghastly late
night American talk shows recently described us as a small, gloomy,
‘Scandinavian-like’ country southwest of Oslo. It’s intolerable.”
“Absolutely,” Mayeux agreed, nodding his understanding of the
Prime Minister’s great burden. “Intolerable is definitely the word.
The mood of the nation and of national debate is indeed of grave
concern.”
“A misery,” said the PM, wanting desperately to be consoled. “I’m
almost crestfallen. What’s to become of this great nation, David? It
truly makes me despair.”
“As it does all of us, Prime Minister,” Mayeux replied.
“So, Sir Alistair wants me to widen the special trade conference?”
“Not just to widen it, Prime Minister, but give it some teeth.”
“But it was his idea to keep it contained in the first place. In fact,
the whole blessed thing was his idea.”
“And now he sees an opportunity for you to make some capital
out of the event. Not just for the government, but for Britain. To
make it a truly international affair, one that will demonstrate to the
world that this country still has pulling power.”
“An international event?” fretted Blight.
“A Great Conference,” added Mayeux.
“Good Heavens. I’m not sure there’s time. What will the Cabinet
think of it?”
“Let them think what they like. And leave the organisation of
the event to me, with Sir Alistair’s backing as Party Chairman, of
course. Rest assured, Prime Minister – Stephen – there are those in
the government who are watching your back.”
He gave the PM a fatherly pat on the knee.
The younger man tried his best to smile, then stood up, gripped
the back of his chair, and bit the knuckle of his index finger, as if
holding back emotion. “Thank you again David. You and Alistair
have been a great support. These are such troubling times.”
“I’m pleased to be at your side, Prime Minister. Never doubt
that.”
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“Do you know,” said the PM, his glumness lifting slightly, “when
Alistair recommended I move you from Whitehall to the Home
Office, I thought it a strange suggestion. And when you readily
agreed, I have to say, I scratched my head. Why, I thought, would
you want such a move? Many would have seen it as a lesser position.”
“Not at all, Prime Minister.”
“No, you’re quite right, not lesser, perhaps, but certainly far less
glamorous than remaining as Foreign Secretary.”
“You’ve put me in charge of the security of the nation, Prime
Minister – border control, immigration, police, and MI5. How
could I not regard that as a reward, as well as a huge responsibility?”
“Oh yes, but …”
“But nothing, Stephen. You’ve provided me with an invaluable
opportunity. One which I doubt you will ever truly appreciate.”
***

“It’s ideal,” said Janet, as Grafton fussed with the remains of his
steamed pork bun. It had slid from his chopsticks into a small bowl
of garlic-infused soy sauce.
“I don’t know anything about them,” he complained. “They could
be a society of crypto-fascists, out to destroy the civilised world.”
“Actually, they’re a low-profile, little-publicised political grouping formed twenty years ago and dedicated to encouraging vigorous debate for the betterment of democracy.”
“How do you know?”
Janet held up her iPhone. “That’s what it says on their Wikipedia
page: ‘The 1066 Committee was originally established in the tradition of the 1922 Committee as a political vehicle by which select
members of the Conservative Party could influence the direction of
party policy and leadership.’ Would you like me to read on, darling?”
Grafton sighed and continued to jab at his bun.
“‘Despite their lack of public profile, the Committee contains
some very senior Tory figures. Its head is Lord Mandeville, the
current Chairman of the Conservative Party, who prefers to be
called, simply, Sir Alistair. Mandeville is a wealthy technologist and
industrialist who has spent large amounts of his personal finances
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quietly supporting organisations that advocate for free speech and
freedom of debate’.”
“You know something’s wrong when you start getting invitations
from British Conservatives,” said Grafton. “They’re hardly known
for their progressive views. It was Theresa May who called them the
‘nasty’ party, don’t forget. And that’s saying something when you
look at how she turned out.”
“Well, they might not be our cup of tea, my love, but they’re offering you a handsome speaker’s fee, business-class flights to London
and accommodation. I’m not sure which part of that classifies as
nasty?”
Grafton speared the recalcitrant bun with one of his chopsticks,
lifting it gingerly to his mouth. “I used to be good with these,” he
said in frustration. “I think I need to be sent to the countryside for
re-education.”
“It’s the first sign of senility, a rapid decline in chopstick dexterity.”
“Anyway, I’m not sure I want to go to England. It’s so cold!”
“It’s a perfect idea,” replied Janet. “The British Tories might be
loathsome, but if you’re going to be addressing a secret Committee
– well, who’s going to know? One evening of work and then we
can spend our own time in London and fly on to New York to see
Lee-Anne. It’s just what you’ve been talking about.”
“I’ve been talking about a new direction for my life.”
“And this is your opportunity. Embrace your inner
internationalist!”
“How is everything?” interrupted the owner of the restaurant: a
small, nuggety man with the sort of shiny head that looked as if it
had just been polished with car wax and a buffing machine. “You
like my food?”
“Yes, thank you,” Janet smiled. “It’s very good. We’re looking
forward to the duck.”
“Ah,” nodded the owner, clasping his hands together: “So far, so
good.”
He nodded again and then pulled away from the table as a young
waiter arrived with several splattering dishes. Another began
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refilling their rice bowls. Grafton waited for the restaurant staff to
disappear before continuing: “Why does he keep saying that?”
“Who? And what?”
“‘So far, so good’. What does that mean?”
“Oh, the restaurateur. He’s just being polite.”
“But, so far, so good – when we’re eating in his restaurant – why
wouldn’t it be? It’s not like we ordered a triple helping of raw puffer
fish.”
“You seem out of sorts, my darling. And thinking too much.”
“I am out of sorts,” said Grafton, shovelling sesame-infused King
prawns into his bowl. “I’ve almost lost my appetite.”
“It’s tetrodotoxin,” said Janet.
Grafton looked at her, puzzled.
“It’s called tetrodotoxin – the poison that makes puffer fish so
toxic.”
Janet held up her smartphone and pointed the screen in Grafton’s
direction. “I Googled it. It says here that it takes a chef more than
two years training before he or she is allowed to serve it. But once
it’s properly prepared, it doesn’t matter whether it’s served raw or
cooked.”
“Well that’s reassuring.”
“Listen to this, it says, ‘When ingested, a person can remain
completely unaware that his or her central nervous system is slowly
closing down, before experiencing paralysis.’ And it’s a thousand
times more toxic than cyanide.”
“Are you going to do that with your phone for everything I say?”
“Only the statements that seem undercooked.”
Janet put her mobile back on the table and began topping up
their green tea. “Cheer up. It’s something I’ve discovered I like to
do – immersing myself in facts. You need to find something to do
with your time. I have lots of things to do with mine. You just need
an activity too.”
“I have an activity,” said Grafton. “It’s called breathing.”
“One of my friends posted a short article on Facebook about
keeping one’s brain healthy. If you don’t use it, you lose it.”
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“I don’t think it’s my brain that’s the problem.”
“Then perhaps you’re suffering from Relevancy Deprivation
Syndrome. A trip to London and a well-paid speaking engagement could be just the thing. I mean, now that you’re no longer in
Canberra, it’ll get you out of yourself.”
“Maybe it was a mistake to leave the Senate.”
“You left of your own accord.”
“It seemed like a good idea at the time. Besides, I felt compromised. And I was worried that if I stayed any longer, it might damage my future prospects in politics.”
“But darling, you have no political prospects,” said Janet. “That
was your political career. I don’t mean to be mean, but at your age
you’re hardly likely to have another.”
“I thought I was being tactical,” replied Grafton. “Executing a
targeted temporary retreat.”
He sighed again: “When Mr Horton taught me at Forest Hill
High he often used to say ‘You’re a long time dead, but you’re also a
long time not’. It’s the ‘not’ bit that worries me the most.”
“You shouldn’t feel badly,” said Janet. “It’s not like you were
there long enough to really matter. It was over before you knew it.
Just like your brief turn as premier of Mangoland. Now, eat your
prawns. They’re excellent.”
She was right, as always. The prawns were excellent. She was also
correct about his public service. Both of Grafton’s political trysts
had been akin to premature ejaculation: anxiety-producing events
that were quickly climactic and left little but a sense of wasted
opportunity.
“Now, about visiting Lee-Anne in New York,” Janet continued,
but Grafton’s ears had defaulted to mute. His thoughts were already
drifting. The memory of his long-time mentor, Lee Horton, had set
his mind on an introspective wander.
Horton, something of a scientific genius, had disappeared almost a year earlier. At exactly the same time his research facility
The Chimera Institute had been engulfed in a cataclysm of terrorist-inspired flames. His remains had never been recovered, but a
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fast-tracked coronial inquiry had determined that “Dr” Horton
had been overcome by smoke whilst attempting to save valuable
research documents from the burning laboratory.
It came as no real surprise that the details of Horton’s demise
were opaque. He had shadowy connections to the world of intelligence. Who really knew what he’d been involved in? For Grafton,
the demise of his former teacher, life-long advisor, and one-time father-in-law, had been a serious blow. Mr Horton had been Grafton’s
one-man swift-boat rescue team, appearing from nowhere at exactly the right moment.
“Forget about the future and take life one day at a time,” had
been another sage piece of Hortonian advice. “The past is history,
tomorrow’s a mystery, so live in the now. It’s all we really have.”
How true, thought Grafton, staring at the tea leaves in the bottom
of his cup, but seeing nothing but rehydrated green slime. There
was no point mulling over his future prospects, or past mistakes.
He just had to get on with things as they were now. That was the
Horton way. It was the Everest way too.
But Janet was right about the need to be more active. Due to
Grafton’s stint of self-imposed exile, his public profile had considerably diminished. Out of habit, he still maintained a personal
Facebook page, but he never looked at anything his friends posted.
For Grafton, it was more about broadcasting than it was about socialising. His usage was entirely mechanical: an outlet for the many
great thoughts that entered his head.
His only remaining semi-genuine media gig was a “regular” spot
on syndicated community radio. It was a segment called “Just for
Today”, a five to ten minute commentary on contemporary social
and political events. It wasn’t much, but it was something. And it
could prove the vehicle to greater things.
He had originally agreed to the segment only because the station
manager had been so flattering. It also didn’t hurt that the studio
was located next to an award-winning Vietnamese bakery.
The arrangement, though, had drifted in recent months. After
leaving the Senate, Grafton had gradually lost interest. Despite
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being repeatedly asked whether or not he wished to continue, he
had failed to follow through. Now he had cause to reassess that
decision. Perhaps he underestimated its value. A revamped segment might just be the springboard he needed to start rebuilding
his profile.
Presumably they do a podcast, Grafton thought. He’d never
bothered to ask. And perhaps heading for London was the right
move. It would give him something else to talk about, broaden the
mix. If an obscure British parliamentary committee was interested
in hearing what he had to say, and its members were prepared to
finance his travel and accommodation, then why the hell not? Who
cared whether their politics were odious. All politics were odious
from one perspective or another. Maybe he was meant to be an
internationalist.
Grafton’s mental meanderings were disrupted by the glare of the
restaurant owner’s perspiration-glazed dome. The restaurateur had
stalked his way along the side of the table and then thrust his head
into the space midway between Janet and him. His laser-whitened
teeth glowed like mini-fluorescent tubes. “So far, so good?” he
enquired.
“Excellent,” said Janet. “Thank you.”
“Yes, excellent,” the restaurant owner agreed. “We try to always
give you something you can also look forwards to. It’s very important in life.”
Janet smiled politely as the man nodded enthusiastically and
moved on to the next table. Then she turned to her husband: “What
have you been thinking about? You’ve been in a daydream.”
“Life is like football,” replied Grafton. “The game’s never lost
until it’s lost.”
***

The first speed bump on the road to Grafton’s restoration came in
the form of a man named Clot – Paul Clot.
“I didn’t think you were still interested,” said the haggard-looking
radio station manager.
Clot was the founder of Community Gold Easy Listening Silver
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Memories. To say that he was surprised by Grafton’s unannounced
arrival would be an understatement.
“You never returned our emails or calls. And as you’re no longer
in the Senate?”
“You mean now that I’m free of party political constraints and
can speak my mind on matters of civic concern.”
“No, I mean now that you’re no longer relevant,” said Clot. “But
I thought it might be rude to say it.”
“And now you have.”
Clot looked as though he had just been prised from an Egyptian
sarcophagus. Skin flaked from his face like the shedding outer layers of a paper-bark tree.
“I’ve been thinking we really need to liven things up a bit,” said
Grafton. “Give the segment a whole new sense of excitement and
mission, make it compulsory listening. What are the prime-time
demographics?”
“We skew very young for a community radio station,” Clot replied, with obvious pride. “Most of our audience are in their early
to mid-fifties. We’ve been targeting the ‘youngsters’ as we like to
call them for quite a while now, and I’m pleased as punch to admit
that we’re a bit of a success story in that regard.”
“And the audience numbers?” Grafton queried. “Are they …
sizeable?”
“Oh, yes, we go out all over the place. We’re syndicated to stations in all the major capitals and then we’re picked up by a lot of
the country ones as well. Well, bits and pieces of our programming
are. A segment like this would have well over a couple of hundred
thousand listeners each week.”
“Well, that’s a beginning,” said a relieved Grafton. “But I think
we should rebadge it. Give it a sharper title. What about – ‘Your
Thought For Today’?”
Clot fumbled for his glasses. “That’s very good,” he said. “Let me
write that down”.
Community Gold Easy Listening Silver Memories wasn’t quite
what Grafton had remembered it to be. Somehow, he’d envisaged it
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as a far more impressive outfit.
“So when can we get going with the next instalment?” he asked
Clot, trying his hardest to spread the enthusiasm and move things
along a bit.
“Well … I, um … I guess I’ll just see if the studio’s free,” Clot
replied. “We could do a pre-record, if you like.”
“I would like very much,” smiled Grafton.
Shortly thereafter, Grafton was led to a small recording booth
built into a shed at the back of Clot’s house. The walls were covered
in recycled cardboard egg cartons, a relatively inexpensive way to
deaden the acoustics.
Clot had the on-air presence of an undertaker. “Welcome to
‘Your Thought For Today’,” he whispered into his microphone,
“Our renewed – ah, new regular feature with Dr Professor Grafton
Everest.”
Introduction out of the way, Grafton then instinctively took
charge, launching into a ten-minute polemic on the parlous state
of Australian and, indeed, world affairs – the dangers of fact-free
public discourse, the trivialisation of tertiary education and the
need for Australia to shake itself out of its current torpor by doing
something bold – like declaring itself a republic. The latter was a
long-held personal belief, but why it had suddenly come to the fore
in Grafton’s mind could only be put down to a sudden surge of
adrenalin.
“Friends,” Grafton declared, in a Whitlam-like fashion. “Let us
remember what Albert Einstein once said: ‘Insanity is doing the
same thing over and over again, and expecting a different result.’ If
we want a different world, we have to start thinking differently and
acting accordingly. It’s as simple as that,” he intoned. “To succeed in
life, you need a backbone, not a wishbone.”
The station manager was delighted with the result. “You’re like a
moral compass,” he enthused after the session. “Your little homily
was utterly invigorating.”
“And I already know the central message for my next broadcast,”
said Grafton. “Friends,” he said, as if rehearsing. “You can’t give
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away what you haven’t got. And don’t forget friends, nothing comes
out of nothing.”
“Marvellous,” said Clot. “It’s so good to hear someone in the
public sphere being inspirational for a change. I don’t remember
you being like this the last few times we had you in. Now, let me get
my diary.”
Even Grafton was surprised by his own vigour. Perhaps he’d underestimated the power of his rhetoric. Messing about in the daily
grind of Canberra politics had been a difficult business and far from
rewarding. Queensland politics before that had been an exercise in
moral and intellectual regression. But maybe his real purpose in life
was to inspire others to action. To be a “moral compass”, as Clot had
called him. It was an appealing thought, though it left him hungry.
And there was, after all, a very fine bakery next door.
Minutes later, as he munched on a large chocolate eclair, Grafton
worked through his new strategy. What he really needed, he
thought, was an assistant. Someone to do the heavy lifting. And
someone who knew something about the online world and all
things digital.
***

Neal Prince wasn’t sure if he was bored or whether he just thought
he was. For the first time in a long while he found himself completely alone on a Saturday night. Re-runs of old black-and-white
films were silently playing on the television screen in the far corner
of the lounge room. “Nanny” Neal liked to watch with the sound
right down.
He was restless and fidgety. He had used the first part of the
evening to clean his flat. His unit was now immaculate, exactly the
way Neal liked it – a Vogue Living magazine feature in 3D: chic,
practical, yet ever so slightly soulless.
Neal was untethered, but he also knew that on this night he was
engaged in the work of the great and the good. “Gandhi is always
popular,” he mumbled, while rifling through a multitude of online
images. For ethical reasons, he was careful only to choose pictures
that were explicitly covered by Creative Commons. There were lots
14

to choose from.
“Hmmm. I’m thinking Gandhi could have something to say
about the cost of mobile data plans,” he reasoned, before selecting
an image of the smiling, bald-headed sage sitting cross-legged in
nothing but a loincloth. He chose a suitably austere font, and then
began to type. His words supered over the photo: “The suffering of
the unimaginably poor,” he wrote, “will be as nothing against the
suffering of those, in the future, afflicted by the outrageous avarice
of service providers.”
This was good, Neal thought. Very good. But something about it
felt false. He pondered the problem for a moment before deleting
the reference to the future. No need to labour it, he decided, then
read it again: “The suffering of the unimaginably poor will be as
nothing against the suffering of those afflicted by the outrageous
avarice of service providers.”
No, it still wasn’t right. There was a sense of contrivance about
it. Then he had an epiphany. The television screen at the far end of
the room was flickering black-and-white. Citizen Kane was playing and just as Neal looked up, Charles Foster Kane was taking the
podium at a political rally, a giant portrait of his face hanging in the
background. Of course, thought Neal – black-and-white – that was
it. B & W always made things feel more authentic and important.
He clicked on EDIT and the menu instantly gave him a range of
options: ENHANCE, ROTATE, CROP, FILTERS, etc.
Nanny clicked on FILTERS and then moved through the options: NONE, MONO, TONAL, NOIR. NOIR was good. He double
clicked on the icon and then clicked DONE.
Once he had uploaded the photo to his Facebook account, minus
any metadata that might indicate where the image had originated,
he clicked POST, then set his mind to the next creation.
Let’s see, I’ve done Lincoln and Beyonce a few times this month
– and John Lennon. I think I might need to lay off on Churchill.
That last one where he endorsed the health benefits of kombucha
tea was probably a bit contrived.
In his younger years, Neal had considered himself an anarchist
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– an admirer of Pyotr Alexeyevich Kropotkin, the great Russian
activist, scientist, philosopher and anarchist prince. These days
he was more of a laptop agitator. Neal called what he did “creative
channelling”. Certainly, it involved an element of deception, but he
liked to think that the quotes he massaged for all those long dead
leaders and celebrities were in line with the sorts of sentiments they
would have expressed had they been alive today and in sync with
Neal’s particular view of the world. If that was deceptive, it was deception for a good cause.
Even when the quotes he created were diametrically opposed to
the politics or beliefs of the individual in question – such as “Ronald
Reagan” endorsing a Scandinavian-style welfare system – well, in
those cases he saw his creations as a form of correction. This is
what Reagan would have said, he reasoned, if Ronnie had been a
half-decent individual and not an unashamedly fascist prick!
Tonight, Neal was feeling particularly imaginative. Over the next
three hours he created two Margaret Thatcher quotes supporting
public libraries and bigger government; one Robert Menzies quote
endorsing the legalisation of marijuana; and – his favourite for the
night – a quote in which Nelson Mandela expressed his grave concern for the forthcoming rezoning of parkland in Neal’s local area.
The Thatcher ones and the Gandhi worked a treat. Within thirty
minutes of posting, the latter had been shared 80 times. The first
Thatcher effort was now at 200 and the second at 250. Citizens all
over the place were using Neal’s faux-quotes to bolster their political convictions and prejudices. Not a bad night’s effort in the
service of a better world, Neal reflected with pride.
Just as he was tiring of the exercise, he came across a long-forgotten photo. Facebook’s algorithms had served it up on his timeline
– a “memory” from 12 months previously. It was a picture of his
dear friend and one-time employer Dr Professor Grafton Everest.
A photo Neal had taken himself, around the time that Grafton, a
newbie senator from Queensland, or Mangoland as the professor
always called it, had unexpectedly found himself single-handedly
holding the balance of power in the Australian Senate.
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Neal remembered the occasion well. It was just after Grafton’s
maiden speech in which he made a surprise declaration in support of the rights of animals. After initially being ridiculed for the
presentation, Senator Everest had become a national hero among
animal liberationists. It had been a short-lived phenomenon, but
the thought of it still filled Neal with pride. Up until that moment,
he recalled, the only animals that Grafton seemed to have feelings
for were himself and Maddie, the Everest family terrier.
A small tear came to Neal’s eye as he fondly remembered that
speech and the time twenty years earlier when he had worked as a
nanny to Grafton’s daughter Lee-Anne. Her guardian angel, she’d
called him. It was the family’s kindness that had extinguished his
taste for violent rebellion. They were good times, he thought. And,
despite his obvious moral failings and his occasionally gross habits,
Professor Everest, Neal knew, was a decent man. Mostly. In the
main.
On a whim of sentiment, he selected the photo of Grafton,
cropped it, enhanced the colours and then got ready to superimpose a quote over the bottom part of the frame.
But what to say? It should be about animal justice, he thought.
That would be appropriate, given the circumstances. To Neal, that
maiden speech was the highlight of Grafton’s political career. It
should be something punchy, something with bite.
“Let animals be our friends!” was his first effort, but it was far
too bland. And brief. His second: “Animals complete us!” was just
as awful. “The way we treat animals, tells us a lot about who we
are”, was his third attempt, but even as Neal was typing the words,
a yawn escaped his mouth – never a good sign. Then it suddenly
came to him: “Only an animal would be an animal to an animal!”
Hmmm, thought Neal. Not enough exclamation marks. So, he
added two more for good measure.
“Only an animal would be an animal to an animal!!!”
Perfect, he exclaimed, and superimposed the quote under the
photo of Grafton’s fat, smiling face. He wasn’t sure whether the
sentence actually meant anything, but that was beside the point. It
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certainly sounded profound. And angry, in a good way. Assertive,
he thought – a call to arms. He put an attribution in the lower righthand corner, resized the whole thing once more, and then uploaded
it to both Facebook and Twitter.
An hour later, when curiosity finally got the better of him, he
grabbed his mobile phone and checked his Facebook page. There
were already 80,000 shares. “Holy fuck!” Neal exclaimed, “That’s
one of the quickest and biggest responses I’ve ever had.”
Then, when he opened his Twitter account, Nanny Neal was
dumbstruck. The Grafton quote was trending. It was the second most popular item in Australia. But for a new selfie of Kim
Kardashian’s arse, it would have been number one.
Not only that, when he scrutinised the analytics, his post was
quickly gaining traction in the northern hemisphere. The working
day had only just begun in Britain, but for some unexplained reason, tens of thousands of people in the Old Dart were also sharing
and liking Grafton’s message.
***

David Mayeux’s limousine exited Downing Street, before turning
left into Whitehall.
Just past Horse Guards Parade the car veered right towards the
Corinthia Hotel. A rather ordinary looking Renault was awaiting
their arrival, parked just down from the hotel’s main entrance. The
driver of the Renault gave the keys to Richard Rowthorn and disappeared into the night.
The Home Secretary hated having to visit the English countryside. Trees were a waste of potential lumber as far as he was concerned and he actively disliked being forced to leave the comforts
of the city, even for the likes of Sir Alistair Mandeville.
“The PM’s agreed to expand his little conference. I’ll need your
help in pulling it all together as per Sir Alistair’s original instructions,” he said to Rowthorn. “Whitehall is to be kept out of it. If the
Foreign Secretary objects, she’s to be directed to Sir Alistair. He’ll
put her in her place. Every major leader in Europe is to be invited –
and the Middle East. Sir Alistair wants them all there.”
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“The venue will need to change, of course,” added Rowthorn.
“We’re going to need something better and bigger.”
“No doubt,” the Minister replied. “And Sir Alistair will want to
know what sort of headway you’ve made on the new security unit?
He’s bound to ask.”
“We’ve already started recruiting. On the quiet, naturally. I have
some of our best men on it. The unit will be all ex-SAS, tasked to
deal with political and international security. All answerable directly to you as Home Secretary.”
“We’ll need to placate the Head of the Met,” replied Mayeux. “Set
up a meeting.”
“And the prime minister?”
Mayeux dug into his briefcase and withdrew a packet of cigarettes. He tossed them to Rowthorn. “Light me one, will you?”
He then rifled through his briefcase for the notes that had been
hand-delivered to his townhouse the previous evening. “Our Prime
Minister is a man with many problems, Richard, and few friends.
He likes to hear soothing voices.”
“Then I take it you soothed him?”
“Let’s just say he’s pleased to have me by his side. And Sir Alistair
as well.”
“Now, this man Everest,” said Mayeux, finding the relevant folder
and carefully extracting the document. “I can’t make up my mind
whether it’s possible for any individual to be so poorly suited to our
cause. For a start, he’s not even of our political persuasion.”
“Oh, he’s unsuited, Minister. No doubt. Entirely, I’d say.”
“The phrase ‘Antipodean buffoon’ comes to mind. And that’s being polite.”
“My assessment precisely. Yet the question remains – why should
the chief think so highly of him?”
“Why indeed.”
Mayeux flicked-off the interior light, sucked through his cigarette in five or six deep breaths and then slumped back into the
cheap velour seat. “Wake me when we near the house.”
The drive from London was smooth. Just under three hours later
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they approached the small village that bordered Lord Mandeville’s
vast estate. Waking his Minister as instructed, Rowthorn used his
smartphone to alert security of their approach.
The gates to Williame Hall were massive: Versailles-like in scale
and grandeur, they were flanked by two enormous pillars of stone,
each of which was decorated with the Mandeville crest.
“The Hounds of the Mandevilles,” said Rowthorn, as the gates
slowly swung open.
Sir Alistair had been born into privilege, but a large part of his
obscene fortune had been amassed through banking and financial services – on paper, at least. His company Imperial Conquest
Financial (described from the late 1990s onwards simply as ICF)
was among the nation’s great corporate success stories. But much
of his early monies had surreptitiously come through the selling of
armaments to right-wing dictators in Africa and Latin America.
At the age of 81, Mandeville was now the solid, grandfatherly
Chairman of the British Conservatives. A man whose only concern
appeared to be his party and the nation. He was an avowed public
supporter of British democracy and British capitalism, often described in flattering terms as the Lion of the City. But he was the
scion of a proud Norman family, and in his private thoughts, Sir
Alistair much preferred the epithet Leopard.
The Mandevilles had occupied a revered place in the English establishment since the time of invasion in the mid-eleventh century.
Guy Mandeville had been one of William I’s bloodiest enforcers.
For much of his life, William was known as “the Bastard”. It was
only later that he began to be referred to as “the Conqueror”.
Mandeville, his loyal lieutenant, was held in similar esteem. For
most of his mortal years, he was known simply, to both allies and
enemies alike, as “the Arsehole”.
Scratch the cultured, measured surface of Sir Alistair, and there
was still a lot of Guy to be found.
Williame Hall was as deceptive as its owner. On first inspection, it appeared a traditional English manor-house, full of dark
corridors, faded tapestries and oak-panelled rooms. But there was
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nothing old-fashioned or dated about either the security or the
communications. Everything was state-of-the-art.
All members of the 1066 Committee were required to be microchipped with a simple RFID tag, which was then used to ensure
secure entry, along with other biometric security procedures including iris scanning. The perimeter of the property was marked
out by a series of lasers.
The central control team, located in the building’s basement,
investigated any disruption to a beam, no matter how small. On
top of that, several autonomous surveillance drones, mounted with
infra-red tracking cameras, flew constantly in an algorithmicallydetermined, randomised pattern across the entire estate.
Upon arrival, Mayeux and Richard Rowthorn were shown into
the main banqueting hall, one end of which was dominated by a
large tapestry of Guy Mandeville on horseback, sword drawn and
dripping blood while his charger trampled the scattered remains
of several Saxon peasants. At the other end of the room was a large
portrait of the Russian-American writer Ayn Rand – “the only
woman I ever loved,” Sir Alistair had once tearfully confessed, in a
rare moment of emotion.
The Committee met at precisely 2100 hrs. Among the MPs were
the Chief Government Whip, two junior whips, three junior ministers, the ministers for Defence, Education and for the Arts, and
finally David Mayeux who, as a former Foreign Secretary and now
Secretary of State for the Home Department, was the most senior
of the parliamentary contingent.
The Committee usually met at Westminster, so this meeting at
Sir Alistair’s mansion was something special. That said, the proceedings were, in the main, mundane. The Home Secretary and
others gave reports on their dealings at parliament, other procedural matters were attended to, then Sir Alistair gave a curt speech
about the need for focus and zeal. And, with formalities out of the
way, a round of scotch was offered at 2200 hrs precisely. Then at
2215 hrs everyone, except Mayeux and Rowthorn, was herded into
their cars.
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Mayeux reported on his meeting at Number 10.
“Blight’s father was also a gormless fool,” said Sir Alistair in reference to the Prime Minister. “Runs in the family blood. His weakness will be our strength. ‘Little Britain’ you said?”
“Yes, Sir Alistair.”
“Little indeed, but only because of the ineptitude of men like
him. Still, we’ll soon make a change to all that.”
The Home Secretary shuffled forward on his chair. “Rowthorn
here will work exclusively on preparations for the big event. He’s
also been making great strides in pulling together the paramilitary
force you requested.”
“As I should expect,” said the Chief. “When the time approaches
we’ll need some sort of threat. An excuse to ramp-up security
measures. I’m not yet sure what that will be. When I’ve decided, I’ll
let you know.”
“Of course, Sir Alistair.”
“Now, regarding Professor Everest.” Mandeville poured himself
a straight shot of vodka, his preferred drink, but the hospitality
was not extended to his underlings. “I can’t tell you how much he
impresses me. He has the sort of down-home wisdom that I find
enormously refreshing. What would otherwise seem obvious,
almost banal, somehow seems profound. His Facebook page is a
repository of profundity.
“I have committed this one to memory. ‘Wherever you go, you
take yourself with you. Make haste slowly, friends, is my advice.’
How very sensible and wise, I’m sure you agree. Spoken like a true
conservative.”
Sir Alistair swiftly downed his glass of Stolichnaya. “Make sure
his needs are met, but that he doesn’t get in the way. I’m very much
looking forward to his arrival.”
Mayeux moved uncomfortably in his seat: “But he’s Australian,
Sir Alistair.”
“I am aware of that Mayeux, but his mother’s maiden name was
FitzClarence and her mother’s family were FitzGeralds, so at least
there is some decent Norman blood in his veins.”
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Richard Rowthorn shot his boss a sideways glance.
“You have permission to speak,” said Mandeville. “Don’t hold
back. But remember, I’m never wrong on any matter.”
Two steel-coloured greyhounds appeared and flanked their master. As Sir Alistair lifted one razor-like finger, they fell back onto
their haunches.
“There is the problem of his political affiliation,” said Rowthorn.
“It’s not immediately apparent to me how his historic allegiance fits
with our pressing … overall objective.”
“I have to agree,” added the Home Secretary. “I’m sorry, Sir
Alistair. I applaud your judgment as always, but I find it difficult
to get past the fact that this man Everest was a member of the
Australian Workers Party.”
Sir Alistair grew visibly irritated. “What do you take me for?”
he hissed between thin lips. “What interests me, and what I desire
the Committee to appreciate, are his views on animals. It was the
subject of his maiden speech – to the Australian Senate. Have you
read it?”
“No, Sir Alistair,” the Home Secretary replied cautiously. “I’m
afraid I haven’t.”
“Then do so before wasting my time again. I am thinking of
having it inscribed above my kennels. He may well be an obscure
nonentity, but I admire enormously his wisdom on such matters.”
Mandeville stroked the head of one of his canine courtiers and then
clicked his fingers. Both rose elegantly and left the room.
“Such delightful creatures,” he said, taking another shot of vodka
and then putting it aside. “I have two passions in life – power and
animals. The first underpins my contempt for the current structures
we have in this country and my commitment to making her great
again. The second nourishes my soul. It’s why I’ve spent tens of
millions of pounds over the past decade restoring my family’s vast
ancestral hunting grounds. Professor Everest is a kindred soul. Of
that, I am certain. That he should cloak his innate conservatism under the pretence of being a left-wing politician merely demonstrates
his skill and cunning. I’m sure you understand what I’m getting at.”
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But Mayeux did not. Nor did Rowthorn. Sir Alistair’s business
and political acumen had once been unsurpassed. He was, after all,
a billionaire many times over and his ability to influence matters
of politics drew no parallels. But several of his more recent decisions and pronouncements struck his underlings as curious, to say
the least. They had never openly conferred on the matter, but the
chief ’s growing eccentricity had been duly noted.
The Home Secretary and Rowthorn rose, nodded their allegiance, and turned towards the door.
“Oh, one final matter,” Sir Alistair intoned. “I’m advised by my
technicians downstairs that the advanced holographic technology
will soon be ready for deployment. We shall need to make use of it
during the Prime Minister’s Great Conference. See to it.”
***

On their way back to London Richard Rowthorn skimmed through
an online version of Grafton’s obscure Senate speech. Then he
passed it to Mayeux.
“Our Australian coat of arms is itself a symbol which eloquently
acknowledges both the noble legacy of the Westminster tradition and
our own unique Australian interpretation of it. In the centre is a
shield, an ancient, essentially – nay quintessentially – British symbol of government, nobility, kinship and common purpose. But that
shield is supported not by a lion and a unicorn or stags or bears or
any other European creature, but by two iconic Australian fauna, the
emu and the kangaroo. This juxtaposition prompts me to recall two
other great inheritances from Britain, the English language and a love
of animals … I exhort all Australians to look at our shield and reflect
that it is animals that hold it up.”
When the Home Secretary had read as much as he could bear,
he dropped the iPad he was holding onto the seat beside him and
rubbed his thumbs hard against his temples.
“I can feel a headache coming on,” he groaned. “For fuck’s sake
Rowthorn, pull over at the next village. I need another packet of
fags.”
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